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26 January, 2021 
Dear David, 

Police Scotland’s use of remote piloted aircraft systems 

I am writing to you to seek some additional information to assist the Sub-Committee 
in its scrutiny of Police Scotland’s use of remote piloted aircraft systems, more 
commonly known as drones. 

Before I do so, I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the Sub-Committee, 
to thank you for your work as the Acting Chair of the Scottish Police Authority (SPA) 
over the last year, and to wish you all the very best for the future.  

On 21 November 2017, the SPA issued an invitation to tender on the Public Contracts 
Scotland website for two drones for use by Police Scotland’s Air Support Unit. Could 
you please confirm whether the SPA considered a business case prior to issuing the 
invitation to tender, and if it did not, clarify the reasons for this decision?  

The invitation to tender states that “The Scottish Police Authority require to purchase 
the supply and delivery of two Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for the Air Support Unit”. 
The value of the procurement is £106,000 (excluding VAT). The contract was 
awarded to Martek Drones Ltd T/A Coptrz, at a value of £105,890. Police Scotland 
confirmed, in its evaluation report, that it uses DJI M20 drones. During evidence to 
the SPA’s Policing Performance Committee, on 17 November 2020, Police Scotland 
stated that the cost of each drone is about £7,000. Could you please explain the 
discrepancy in the costs in the awarded contact and those provided by Police 
Scotland, and provide details of the SPA’s oversight of this expenditure?  

It is unclear how the decision was made to increase the number of drones from two 
to three. Could you please provide details of the scrutiny and approval process for a 
third drone to be purchased and the corresponding invitation to tender, cost, and 
financial oversight? 
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Police Scotland confirmed to the Sub-Committee that it has acquired and used three 
drones for operational policing. In response to a freedom of information request, on 
20 December 2020, Police Scotland confirm that it has seven drones. The response 
states that Police Scotland possess the following: 

“DJI M210 - there are three with one being located in Inverness, Aberdeen and 
Glasgow respectively.   

 DJI Phantom 4 - there are four with one in Inverness and Aberdeen 
respectively and two in Glasgow”. 

Could you please provide details of the SPA’s scrutiny, oversight and evaluation of 
Police Scotland’s purchase and use of the four DJI Phantoms, whether they have 
been used for operational policing and, if so, provide details of any relevant 
assessments carried out prior to their use for operational policing? 

Police Scotland state in its evaluation report that in response to reports from police 
services in England and Wales that the drone it is using “suffered from water ingress 
and is not as weatherproof as was first advertised”. In response, it ceased “all 
operational deployments during wet weather”. Could you please provide details of the 
SPA’s oversight of the specification of the drone that was purchased to ensure it was 
fit for purpose and confirm whether the DJI M20 is able to fly in wet weather (rain, 
snow and fog).  If it is not, could you please confirm whether the drones are able to 
be returned to the manufacturer for a refund?  

In January 2020, the Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB) published details of 
its investigation into the DJI Matrice 210. It found that: 

“Failures of the Matrice 200 series aircraft resulted in a loss of power and 
control, with the aircraft typically falling vertically to the ground. This poses a 
risk of injury to people on the ground which is not mitigated by the current UK 
regulations or published guidance material applicable to operating an 
unmanned aircraft system”. 

The AAIB made the following two safety recommendations to the UK Civil Aviation 
Authority: 

“Firstly, it is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority notify users of the 
DJI Matrice 200 series of the possibility of moisture entering the aircraft when 
operating in rain and that this could result in a sudden loss of control of the 
aircraft. 

Secondly, it is recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority specify the 
conditions that must be met for an unmanned aircraft to be flown safely over 
people”. 

Could you please confirm whether these safety issues have been resolved to your 
satisfaction and whether Police Scotland has deployed the DJI Matrice drones over 
people, since these recommendations were made? 

 

https://www.scotland.police.uk/spa-media/4njpnt3b/20-2259-response.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/aaib-report-safe-overflight-of-people-by-unmanned-aircraft-systems
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On 19 December 2017, the SPA Board considered a paper by Police Scotland on its 
plans for the use of drones. Could you please provide the Sub-Committee with a copy 
of that paper?  

Finally, could you please provide updated copies of the Police Scotland / SPA Equality 
and Human Rights Impact Assessment (EqHRIA) and the Data Protection Impact 
Assessment, and confirm whether these documents are available online. 

A response by Friday, 5 February would be appreciated. 

Yours sincerely 

 

John Finnie MSP 
Convener, Justice Sub-Committee on Policing 


